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In Arthur's Eyes, Arthur is having trouble seeing and learns
he needs glasses. But when he wears them to school,
everybody teases him. Arthur tries to go without his glasses
but is met with some embarrassing situations - including
walking into the girls' bathroom! Ultimately, with the help and
support of his friends, Arthur realizes his glasses aren't so
bad after all.
When Arthur sees the advertisement for the amazing doggy
Treat Timer, he knows that it is the perfect gift for Pal and
sets out to earn the money to buy it, but a big gust of wind
nearly blows Arthur's dreams of luxury away. Reprint.
Longer Arthur adventures written at a third grade level for kids
who are ready to read on their own.
Worried that his mischievous new puppy, Pal, will wear out
his welcome, Arthur trains his pet and teaches him good
manners, and finally Pal is able to show off what he can do
A classic Arthur Adventure- now on CD! What makes a story
entertaining? That's the question Arthur asks himself when
Mr. Ratburn gives a creative writing assignment to his class.
When D.W. yawns through Arthur's first story, he worries that
his tale isn't exciting enough. Is the setting too humdrum?
Maybe he needs to research his subject more thoroughly. Or
perhaps humor is the key to creating a lively tale! With every
new angle, Arthur's story takes one more hilarious step
further away from his original idea - but is the end result really
the tale he wants to tell? Kids will love listening along as Marc
Brown reads this classic Arthur story.
When Mom and Dad will not reveal whom they chose to be a
babysitter, Arthur and D.W. try to guess, and they get worried
that their babysitter may be a pirate or space alien.
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One of a series of picture-books featuring Arthur the
aardvark. His parents are going to have another baby, and
Arthur's gang have warned him about the sleepless nights,
endless baby-sitting, smelly nappies and gooey baby-talk.
The baby might even be like his bossy little sister, D.W.
Arthur invites Buster and the Brain to a backyard sleepover.
The boys have heard rumors about alien sightings, and they
run for their lives when they see strange flashing lights in the
distance. Things return to normal, however, when they
discover that the "alien" is from the planet D.W.Text copyright
© 2004 Lectorum Publications, Inc.
A mini-book boxed set with full-color illustrations captures four
different and exciting Arthur stories, including Arthur's
Birthday, Arthur's Pet Business, Arthur's Baby, and Arthur
Meets the President.
Arthur is having nightmares about showing up to school in his
underwear! So he tries all sorts of tricks to stay awake. If he
stops sleeping, the bad dreams will stop too... right?
Wink the Elf asks the reader's help to get Santa's present
ready for Mrs. Claus on Christmas Eve.
When Arthur starts talking about his school project involving a
Big Green Machine, D.W. imagines a scary contraption that
will turn everyone green.
Arthur's family vacation is all wet-it's pouring rain! Arthur has
to take charge and finds new things for his family to do-like go
to Gatorville. Maybe family vacation isn't so bad after all!
In Arthur's Valentine, Arthur is surprised to find he has a
secret admirer. Someone is sending him Valentine
messages, but he doesn't know who it is! Arthur's classmates
start to tease him about it, until they all discover a sweet
surprise.
Arthur's friend Buster is searching for a crime to solve. When
the quarters Arthur has collected for Mrs. MacGrady's charity
drive mysteriously disappear, Buster is committed to cracking
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the case. Will Buster be able to prove Arthur's innocence so
that he can attend the class picnic?
Offers a collection of three tales featuring Arthur the
Aardvark.
The epic true story of one man, a dog, and how they found
each other As seen on an ESPN SC Featured documentary
When you're racing 435 miles through the jungles and
mountains of South America, the last thing you need is a
stray dog tagging along. But that's exactly what happened to
Mikael Lindnord, captain of a Swedish adventure racing team,
when he threw a scruffy but dignified mongrel a meatball one
afternoon. When the team left the next day, the dog followed.
Try as they might, they couldn't lose him—and soon Mikael
realized that he didn't want to. Crossing rivers, battling illness
and injury, and struggling through some of the toughest
terrain on the planet, the team and the dog walked together
toward the finish line, where Mikael decided he would save
the dog, now named Arthur, and bring him back to his family
in Sweden, whatever it took. In compelling prose, illustrated
with candid photographs, Arthur provides a testament to the
amazing bond between dogs and people.
Arthur is not sure he is happy about the new baby in the
family, but when his sister asks for his help in handling the
baby, Arthur feels much better.

Arthur, his little sister D.W., and four of their friends
search for his missing puppy, Pal, throughout the
neighborhood
Arthur's whole class has started losing their teeth-but not
Arthur. His loose tooth wiggles but won't come out.
Everyone seems to think they have the best solution. But
none of their ideas work! Will he be stuck with his tooth
forever?
In Camelot, King Arthur’s dog encounters a world of
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danger and magic… Follow Cavall as he embarks on a
quest that will put the unbreakable bond between a dog
and his person to the ultimate test. When Cavall and his
older brother, Glessic, leave the comfort of their simple
barn to join the lavish court of Camelot, Cavall wants
nothing more than to prove he’s a good dog to the great
knights and dogs of the castle—especially to King Arthur.
But Gless says only the best dogs are worthy of
greatness, and Cavall has never been as strong, brave,
or fast as his brother. Meanwhile, malevolent forces lurk
in Camelot, and Cavall must figure out how to protect his
person. To make matters worse, Arthur’s mysterious
nightmares are threatening to shake his grip on reality
and undermine his authority as king. To fight back
against the dangers of the dream world, Cavall will need
help from some loyal hounds and the enchanting,
sometimes frightening creatures who call themselves the
fay. In this captivating debut from Audrey Mackaman,
Cavall will have to prove not only that he can be a good
dog for his person, but that he is capable of a greatness
all his own.
Arthur puts a lot of time, effort, and thought into his
special present for Santa Claus.
Arthur doll belongs in the "Take Arthur Home with you"
Story time collection/kit. Arthur's gentle humor teaches
kids about their own feelings and how their behavior
affects others.
Arthur's essay wins a contest and he has to read it to the
President in a special ceremony at the White House.
Arthur finds his role as director of the Thanksgiving play
a difficult one, especially since no one will agree to play
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the turkey.
In this classic Arthur Adventure, everyone's favorite
aardvark has had enough of Camp Meadowbrook. The
rotten food, poison ivy, and barking counselors make
Arthur a very unhappy camper! Homesick Arthur is ready
to run away from camp until he inadvertantly wins the
scavenger hunt for his team. Kids will love listening along
as Marc Brown reads this classic Arthur story.
Everyone's favorite aardvark, Arthur, is back in this
exciting reissue of an Easter adventure!
Third-grader Arthur is amazed when he is chosen to be in the
school spellathon.
Arthur is overjoyed when he brings home his new puppy, Pal.
But when Arthur forgets to close Pal's gate, the puppy goes
wild! It's a good thing Arthur has some training tricks up his
sleeve! Arthur Adventures.
Arthur can't wait to hand out his birthday party invitations. But
it turns out Muffy is having her party on the exact same day!
All of his friends are split between the two parties so Arthur
and Francine hatch a clever scheme to make sure Arthur and
Muffy have the best birthdays yet!
Unhappy with his nose, Arthur visits the rhinologist to get a
new one.
Arthur and the gang are thrilled to learn that the rock group
Binky is giving a concert in their town, but thanks to D.W.'s
indecision over a new pair of shoes, Arthur lands in row ZZZ
Arthur's New PuppyAn Arthur AdventurePaw Prints
Halloween has Arthur spooked! When his little sister wanders
off into the scariest house on the street, Arthur has to find the
courage to go in and save her. Will Arthur and D.W. make it
out alive?
Arthur and D.W. don't know what's wrong with Baby Kate
when they take her to the neighborhood fair--but Pal the
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puppy does. Full color. of word stickers.
Everyone's favorite aardvark, Arthur, is back in this exciting
reissue -- just in time for school!

Arthur's determination to prove he is responsible
enough to have a puppy brings him a menagerie of
animals to care for.
Just when Arthur is looking forward to going to the
circus, he comes down with the chicken pox. D.W.
teases him about his spots, but she is actually
jealous of all the extra attention Arthur is getting.
Finally, on the day of the circus, Arthur is well
enough to go, but D.W. wakes up with the spots she
so badly wanted. Text copyright 2004 Lectorum
Publications, Inc.
Arthur disobeys his mother by playing his favorite
game on her computer, which leads to a lesson in
taking responsibility for one's actions.
Arthur is overwhelmed with dread when he hears
that his teacher is coming to stay at his house. But
soon, Arthur discovers that Mr. Ratburn is just like
everyone else. Arthur thinks his problems are over,
but when he gets an A on his test his friends start
calling him a teacher's pet. In the end, Arthur and Mr.
Ratburn set the record straight.
Arthur worries about remembering his magic tricks
for the April Fool's Day assembly and Binky's threats
to pulverize him.
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